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	Ausgangslage: Rising prices in raw materials, energy costs and delays in the supply chain are a global challenge. What stands out is that the inflation is considered to be the highest since the last 30 years. Other factors, such as COVID-19 and the following increase in money supply, right next to the war in Ukraine are also considered as causes for the current inflation. Not to forget the Financial Crisis of 2008 to 2010, where the money supply, as the main cause of inflation, which continued years afterwards and then COVID 19 did its additional contribution to it. The European situation is described more in terms of supply. Furthermore, Europe’s strong and Germany's dependence on Russia for oil and gas was also interrupted by Western sanctions in response to the war, leaving Europe with raising energy prices. Looking at 2022 within Germany a significant increase of 28.2 percent in producer prices for industrial products and 65.8 percent in energy is demonstrated by the producer price index. This is right next to the consumer price index, which is around 10 percent considering the same period. This not only affects end consumers facing higher prices, but also Pirelli as a tire producing company, that relies on energy and raw materials. Adjustments to the price lists of major competitors have already been announced in the past for January 2022 as a reaction to the rising prices. This is an example of the continuing price increase within the main competition. Rising manufacturing costs are also present at important raw material suppliers for the tire industry. As a result for price adjustments, for example, a price increase of 20 percent was initiated by a carbon black supplier for all deliveries from August 2022. As a result of the war in Ukraine and Russia’s participation, the price of carbon black has increased. At the same time, about one third of the carbon third of the carbon black comes from Russia, as one of the most important raw materials for the tire production Finally, the energy price indicates the rising costs with a future gas price of around 17.89 euros per megawatt hour which rose to an astonishing all-time high in a three-year time line to 276.75 in August 2022.
	Lösungsansätze: It is important at first to determine which pricing strategies currently exist with their main advantages and disadvantages before following one specific. Finally, inflation has an influence on these, especially in the case of the cost-based strategy, costs are in the foreground without, however, taking competition and customers into account. In order to remain in a competitive market however, the main competitors have to be analyzed. A competitor analysis was carried out on the basis of price lists,which allowed to compare Pirelli's price positioning in comparison to the competition. In addition, the price trends of Pirelli's prices were analyzed and presented in comparison with the competition. Finally, the cost structure of an exemplary tire was pointed out with the recommendation by the option of future contracts to counter rising and volatile raw material prices. Interviews with experts, by using qualitative content analysis,  contributed findings from the areas of purchasing, key account management and pricing which provided important insights to create the framework. The framework derives concrete recommendations as steps to counter inflation and maintain Pirelli's price position. 
	Ergebnisse: In total there are four steps which define the content of the framework, where step zero is defined to be always present before step one is conducted.Step zero:-Availability: has to be ensured as far as possible in every situation, by still putting the tied up capital with the stock against the security given towards the customer-Impact on cost structure/Futures: the impact on the cost structure of the tires have to be viewed especially in the context of the impact from inflation towards important raw materials, such as carbon black -Future contracts allow for a certain agreed time to buy for example commodities which are expected to raise in price -Competition: the competition must be analyzed by considering their movements and public announcements of price changes - additionally it is important to dconsider the amount of comparable products with their technological aspectStep one: -Ensure that the steps of Step zero are present-Determine on which extend the inflation directly affects costs (cost strucure) – also profitability should be taken into acocuntStep two:-Increase the prices, in order to defend the profitability-Price increases towards the customer must be communicated and explained – at some times support must be given -Keep up and continue investing in the strong brand image – this perception especially towards the end consumers support continous purchaseStep three: -Use the situation and further improve the customer relationship – work closer together and help with support where its needed the most-Expose projects with potential to substitute – for example logistical services-Improve own energy production to be less exposed to external sources
	Fazit und Ausblick: This work has covered the German Car tire market with the current literature of pricing strategies including their advantages and disadvantages. Price movements and price developments of major competitors have been analyzed and commented. As final result a framework made of the findings from the literature, the competitor analysis and the expert interviews has been created, which consists of steps recommended to encounter inflation and maintain the price positoning.The tire market remains very competitive with some lower priced brands increasingly tapping into the area of major automotive manufacturers. Important raw materials that are necessary for production influence the own costs, which must be cleverly covered with the pricing decisions - considering the competition. However, it remains exciting how the current economic situation will develop with regard to energy prices and the conflict in Ukraine. Finally, automotive production is an essential component of success for a tire manufacturer - which is currently busy with its own challenges in the field of electric-mobility - this must also be monitored and the tire producer must be continuously aligned with the needs of the customer in order to stay as an attractive brand in the competitive market.
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